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While this paper will provide an overview of Additional Protocol implementation activities in Canada, this
paper will also deal with a specific, albeit important, component of Canada=s initial declaration under the
Additional Protocol: site definitions and declarations. A clear description of the problems, solutions and
compromises in making site declarations across a variety of sites in Canada would provide a useful insight
into the process as other States prepare to do the same.

Through the Model Protocol Additional to Safeguards Agreements Between Member States and the
International Atomic Energy Agency, provisions exist to fulfil a longstanding gap in the coverage of
international safeguards. The success of these new provisions are dependent on the extent to which
declarations balance the intent of expanded declarations and the practical difficulties in making such
declarations.

The prerogative to delineate site boundaries lies with the Member State. In doing so, four factors merit
careful consideration. First, Article 18.b of the Additional Protocol draws connections between facility
definition and site delineation. Under comprehensive safeguards, information on facilities has already been
submitted to the IAEA specifying Asite layouts in the design information questionnaire. Consistency
between the Asite layouts specifications of the design information and site definition under the Additional
Protocol is important, as differences will lead to inconsistencies, which will have to be resolved during
implementation. Second, while Article 18.b specified that specific Aessential services,= co-located in close
geographic proximity, should be considered as part of the same site, there are instances where site
definition is complicated by close proximity of other, but separate, safeguarded facilities and the existence
of services related, but not Aessential= according to the definitions of the Additional Protocol, to the site.
Third, practical limitations come to bear on site definition, including presence or absence of natural
barriers, regulatory control of the SSAC over the geographic area declared and control of the owner or
operator over the site. While the IAEA is not supposed to be concerned with different owners/operators or
private/lease arrangements in its analysis of the activities associated with the site, these are real concerns
when the State guarantees the IAEA access to all places on a site. Fourth, and finally, when the boundaries
of a site have been delineated, the description has to be clearly communicated to the IAEA. The procedure
by which this was done for Canada in its initial declaration to the IAEA will be described.

The paper will present how Canada applied the above four factors against three sample sites in Canada: (1)
one major research site in Canada; (2) one complicated multi-facility site involving several multi-unit
Candu reactors and waste management facilities; and (3) one unique fuel fabrication facility. Considered
against the factors above, the paper will describe how an island-approach for the first two sites was
dismissed in favour of a single-integrated site but how an island approach was adopted for a third site in
light of practical considerations. To conclude the section on site definition, the paper will also review a
gamut of possibilities for site definition, in light of Canadian experiences, including use of single room
and single building provisions as espoused in the IAEA=s Guidelines and Format Document (August
1997) for preparing Additional Protocol Declarations.

Site definition is an important aspect of making declarations pursuant to Article 2.a.(iii) but it is less than
half the task when considered against the information that is sought under the Additional Protocol on the
buildings on that site. SSAC experiences relating to the assistance provided to the Canadian nuclear
industry in preparing these declarations will be reviewed in this paper. There was a real need to find a
balance between providing enough information to the IAEA to discern the activities of a building in
relation to the overall activities of the site and avoiding overburdening Canadian operators with making
detailed declarations. Methodologies employed in optimising these tasks will be described, including using
existing documentation. In the case of Canadian sites, this included licensing documents, web site
information, public and open source documents.
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Finally, the paper will offer some practical insights into making site declarations, including how
commercial satellite images were used to check quality and completeness of draft declarations, how
historical handling and processing of nuclear material was declared, how managed and other access
considerations were highlighted to the IAEA within the declarations, how buildings and sometimes sites
were sub-divided across different entries or declarations using the IAEA=s Protocol Reporter software,
and how consensus was reached on such issues as Awhen is a >structure= a >building=,= what are
Aessential servicess and what are the consequences of some of the components of the IAEA=s Guidelines
and Format Document (August 1997).

Declarations under Article 2.a.(iii) of the Additional Protocol are an important component in strengthening
safeguards. Properly implemented by the IAEA and Member States, they will serve to strengthen the
IAEA=s ability to detect undeclared activities co-located on a safeguarded site and to deter proliferators
from using such sites through enhanced detection capabilities thereby making proliferation more
difficultXall the while doing so with reasonable effort on the part of the nuclear industry.
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